
the bays, may become vegetated and emerge as islands. As these features grow,

they reduce the hydraulic efficiency of the inlet and may contribute to slow

downdrift migration of the inlet to a more hydraulically favorable location or

may contribute to inlet closure and formation of a new inlet at a more

hydraulically conducive location.

The ebb tidal shoals are located in an area of much greater wave energy than

the flood tidal shoals. Breaking waves tend to drive the sand toward shore and

the ebb tidal currents induce seaward transport, Figure 11. Immediately after

formation of an inlet, the wave effect is weak due to the greater depths in the

vicinity of eventual ebb shoal formation. With continuing deposition and local

shoaling, the shoreward forces due to waves become more effective and ultimately

an equilibrium is achieved when any additional sand transported to the shoal by

the ebb tidal currents is driven back into the nearshore system by the waves,

Figure 11. In areas where a net longshore sediment transport is present, the

ebb tidal shoal and its extensions to shore provide a "sand bridge" by which the

net transport makes its way around the entrance. The shape of the ebb tidal

shoal is indicative of the relative wave energy with shoals in high energy

regions characterized by rather smooth and regular outer contours and those in

low energy regions by irregular contours. Volumes contained in these ebb tidal

shoals can be enormous. Dean and Walton (1975) developed and applied a technique

to establish the volume of sand in an ebb tidal shoal. It was found that the

Boca Grande Pass ebb tidal shoal on the West coast of Florida contained

approximately 200 million cubic yards of sand. Later Walton and Adams (1976)

calculated the ebb tidal shoal volumes for a large number of inlets and found

that the volumes correlated well with tidal prism and relative wave energy.

Figure 12 presents these results where it is noted that in accordance with

earlier discussions, the ebb shoal volumes decrease with increasing wave energy.

It is important to recognize that in the vicinity of an inlet, the ebb tidal

shoal and the adjacent beaches form components of a system in equilibrium. If,

for some reason sand is removed from one component of this system, all components

will respond to reestablish equilibrium. These components have been termed

appropriately a "sand sharing system" (Figure 13). We will see later the impact

of removing sand from the ebb tidal shoal of this "sand sharing system".
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